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"A gathering of people" 
The meaning of Kanyana. It's certainly an 
appropriate name for IH's yearly publication! 
Never in my two (soon to be three) years here 
did I ever expect to meet such a wide range of 
amazing people from all over the world, of the 
same sentiment I believe many from here 
would share. We truly are a microcosm of the 
world. 
The making of this magazine, which I do hope 
many of you will find and love decades on 
from now (Hello to the future!), was truly a 
mammoth task. My thanks go out to all those 
who contributed to it, and I apologise if I was a 
little stressed at times! 
I 'd  like to give a shoutout to Catherine 
Jacques (Kanyana 2012 editor) for the 
amazing amount of resources she provided, 
Gregory Andrej for his masterful front page 
sketch of International House, Laura Stokes 
for all the help she's given over the year and 
the amazing events that have been organised, 
and all the people whose Facebook profiles 
I 've stalked in order to get photos. 
To all the residents, I hope this Kanyana 
captures the amazing year that we have had. 
International House is nothing without the 
people that live within it, and it is you that 
breathe life into the place that we all call home. 
To the Exec and General Committee 
members, thank you all for organising all the 
amazing events and creating a spirit that 
brings us all together. 
To the Senior Residents, thank you for all that 
you've done. You've been the best year yet, 
and those leaving are leaving some big 
(massive!) shoes to fill. 
Anyway, I present to all Housies, past, present 
and future, Kanyana 2013! It is going to be the 
first one completely in colour, in addition to 
being released as a soft copy (on Facebook). 
One final retrospective thought: The first ever 
magazine published by the Student Club way 
back in 1965 (called "The International") 
contained only two photos on the front and 
back, with the rest written with a typewriter 
(Yep, a typewriter). Interestingly, the Hou�i�s of
their time share the very same college sp1nt 
that we have today, with prejudices and 
stereotypes left permanently at the door, and 
embracing an open mind for the world 's 
various cultures and people. 
Housies have come so far in some aspects, 
and yet at the core, we haven't changed one 
bit. 
And with that, I will leave you to enjoy this 
year's Kanyana. 






I have now been here 10 years. I started 
mid-year in 2003, so I figure I know something 
of what a Housie is. 
My 10 steps to becoming a Housie (and 
quality individual): 
1. Apply to IH. Obvious yes, but in applying 
make sure we are number one in your heart 
and that when you came to visit us, I H felt a 
perfect fit for you. 
2. When you arrive at IH, be it with some 
level of trepidation, remember you bring 
intelligence, social skills, life experience, 
knowledge of people, emotional intelligence, 
energy and passion, and specific talents . . .  I H 
provides the vehicle for topping up and 
extending those attributes. 
3. Have fun . . .  but like all good things . . .  in 
moderation . . . .  imagine I was in the room if you 
decide whether it is a good thing to do or 
not . . .  just a point of caution . . .  I will not be in the 
room when you make that decision. 
4. Like Facebook all decisions made and 
actions taken will be there in public view, will 
be around forever and may bite you later in life, 
like tattoos. 
5. Risk take a little and experiment with 
activities that you have never tried before -
public speaking, water polo, rock climbing, 
college idol, eating sushi, applying for SR - you 
are in a safe environment. 
6. "O" week sets the scene and it gives you 
an opportunity to meet so many new people -
start well and end well. 
7 .  Participate in as much of the college life 
as your time allows . . .  by November you should 
be exhausted but exhilarated and hungering 
for the next year and what you can give back. 
8. Achieve your potential in academic 
matters - it feels good to get a 6 or 7 . . .  apart 
from the academic certificate! 
9. Dig a little deeper so that you get to know 
people from other places and cultures . . .  do 
more than say hello . . .  eat, talk, play, socialise, 
debate, help - your aim is to travel the world 
and never have to pay for a night's 
accommodation (assuming people want to 
give you a bed) 
10. When you leave be a great IH 
ambassador and Alumnus - that means 
always having a little IH in your heart wherever 
you go! 
Dr Carla Tromans 
Director 2003 - 2013 
Oepu 
2013 has been an amazing year for all 
Housies. Some of you will leave to graduate, 
some will move out with a few friends and 
some will head back home after a semester or 
year on exchange. Nonetheless, you are now 
part of the International House community for 
life and should be proud of it. Below are nine 
realisations when leaving college and facing 
reality: 
1 . Leaving college will not be the movie 
moment you expected. 
There will be no sepia toned edges as you 
stare around your empty room and remember 
everything that has happened to you over the 
last semester. In reality you will be too busy 
packing boxes. 
2. The reality that the best years of your life 
are now over. 
... will not hit you until some random Tuesday 
after you've left and you're walking past a 
shop and hear a song that your friends and 
you danced to one night when you were in the 
RE. 
This once harmless memory will now have you 
fighting back tears. 
3. Your family will fail to realize that in your time 
at college you managed to be a fully 
functioning human being .. . who was capable 
of living their own life and making their own 
decisions, no matter how you try to show 
them this, they will persist in treating you like a 
16-year old once again. 
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4. You will be baffled by the fact that most 
people only go out once a week, and instead 
prefer to stay in at night and watch Current 
Affair on Channel 9. 
Where did all the two-for-one shot offers go? 
And why is no one up for "Just one drink"? 
5. Your priorities will change. 
You will sacrifice a night out to be able to 
afford the train fare to that promising job 
interview. An apartment in the right area will 
take precedence over an apartment with a 
table big enough for beer pong. 
8. Eventually, after three months of viewing the 
kind of apartments that belong in a horror 
movie, you will find the perfect place for you. 
Moving into your own place will give you back 
the freedom you lost when you left college and 
you will spend your first night in your new 
place just wandering around touching thing 
thinking 'This is mine now.' 
9. One day, whilst filling out your tax returns or 
watering your herb garden . .. or some other 
twenty-something activity, you will hear the 
same bad pop song that you and your friends 
danced whilst at the The Family in the Valley 
way back when, and you will smile at the 
memory, and realise how much you've 




"College is fun as long as you don't die . .. " -
Someone smart 
We may have had a few close calls this year, 
but Housies, I commend your efforts on 
staying alive in 2013 and contributing to a year 
that 'fun' doesn't even come close to 
describing. 
While we may not have particularly wowed the 
judges in the cultural arena, or impressed the 
odd referee in some slightly less-than-sober 
sporting matches - Housies have shown more 
spirit, willingness to participate, humour and 
determination in the face of adversity, than 
some would ever have thought possible; 
ultimately making this year one that I, and I 
hope all of you, will remember forever. 
"There is a time and a place for everything, 
and it's called college. " - Someone smarter 
Nowhere embodies this philosophy better than 
IH. Where else can you join every sporting 
team, every cultural event and every facet of 
socialising; despite potentially having the 
hand-eye coordination of a carrot, the voice of 
Darren Lockyer, dancing skills of PSY or social 
skills that give the awkward penguin a run for 
his money? IH! No matter what your skills are, 
or lack thereof, IH in 2013 has facilitated 
opportunities across the board and allowed 
Housies the chance to experience things that 
may never have been otherwise possible. 
Thank you all for encouraging and embracing 
this unique tradition, because while we may 
iot win everything, I believe we produce some 
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of the most incredibly rounded, enthusiastic, 
diverse and capable individuals, with a distinct 
passion for experiencing LIHfe. 
None of this would be possible without the 
entire Housie community, however I can't let 
this opportunity pass without showing my 
immense gratitude towards a particular 
dedicated bunch (yes, for the hundredth time, 
sorry). I can't say how privileged I feel to have 
spent this year working beside the 12 
extremely hard-working, passionate and 
talented souls that make up the 2013 
Executive Committee. Reid (Mr. First 
Lady-Boy), you are my right hand man and I 
couldn't have made it through this year without 
you or my expertly designed IH hoodie; Callum 
(Sexcretary), your organisation and choice of 
cheesecakes is impeccable and Pipi (Miss 
Money-Penny), I don't even know how you do 
what you do, with the grace that you do it; 
Jessie (Social Butterfly) and Xavier (Mr. Sexy 
Social), what would IH be without our unique 
social calendar? You have created some of the 
best and probably some of the most hazy 
memories of 2013, which are priceless; Lucy 
(Culture Queen) and Josh (Culture King), we all 
know that the judges just weren't capable of 
handling your sophisticated techniques. The 
talent you've found and displayed this year, 
along with the confidence you've inspired, 
won't be soon forgotten; Soph (Sporty-Sprite) 
and Bronson (Sporty-Boiii), we know how hard 
it is to get out of bed in the morning, let alone 
being enthusiastic enough afterwards to 
convince other people to do so too; Xena 
(X-Cultural), IH wouldn't be same without the 
energy and variety that you bring out through 
cross-cultural activities and by just being you; 
Jungle (Mr. ICCCC), your can-do attitude and 
support meant that many things got done 
which may not otherwise have happened; and 
last but not least Randy (Da BOM), your 
experience and suave manner with the Head 
Honchos of the college is unrivalled and 
greatly appreciated. To the single greatest and 
most frustratingly unique team I 've ever 
worked with - thank you so much for . . .  well, 
just about everything. 
To the incoming Exec of 2014, good luck and 
get ready for a wild, unpredictable and 
endlessly exciting ride. Remember all that 
makes IH the unique place that it is; learn, 
grow and embrace change whilst keeping our 
diverse and valuable ideals alive. Take IH 
towards a bigger, brighter future and have the 
time of your life, whilst ensuring the incredible 
people that will no doubt make up your IHSC 
in 2014, do as well! No pressure, right. .?! As 
long as you enjoy it, you're doing it right. 
IH exposed me to a world I didn't even know 
was possible and I 'm incredibly proud to have 
been able to call it home over the last few 
years. Now, as I 'm off to explore this world as 
an alumnus who will probably stick around 
somewhat for the rest of my life, I say once 
again - thank you for the memories and 
opportunity, have a blast with whatever you do 
and hope to see you all again someday soon 
(save me a place on your couches across the 
globe please). 
Housies for LIHfe! 
<3 Kelsie Herbert 
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Remember: Once a Housie - Always a Housie 
Dear Housies, 
Remember: the 1 st time you stepped into IH? 
Remember: the nerves, fear and the palpable excitement present in 0-Week . .  ? 
Remember: the first time your SR said "Welcome" and showed you to your room and you 
thought "There is no way that I am leaving - I am staying in here all day" . 
Remember: the first conversation you had with the stranger sitting next to you in lvor Cribb .. ? 
Remember: when you found yourself doing things you never thought you would do . . . 
Like learning your fresher dance? Rolling on top of a stranger with a thong on your chest and 
pleasantly surprising yourself when you found similarities with Malaysians, Germans and/or 
Canadians? 
Remember: the first time you heard the Shop Call? The first time you ate Mie Goreng at 2am? 
Your first layback? Your first IH party? Your first kebab? Your first night out on the town? 
Remember: the realisation you had that deep down people from any country can be your friend 
- because we all; laugh till we cry, offer congrats on a job well done, find unity in sport and have 
a ferocious spirit ready to be unleashed; 
Remember: when you met that girl/boy you will never forget? 
Remember: when you realised that your skills in leadership, conflict resolution, event organising 
and interpersonal communication had improved; 
Remember: when you worked really hard at something and you felt pride in what you had 
accomplished; 
Remember: when you met that person who you know will be your friend for life. 
We sure Remember the impact that YOU have had on International House. 
We will not forget your story, your journey and/or your contribution. 
Stay in touch, let us know how you are going and continue to keep us up to date 
with how you are writing the story of the rest of your life! Thank you for your energy time and 
passion for International House in 2013 we can't wait to see what you achieve in the future. If 
you are staying on as a resident next year continue to make the most of your IH experience. If 
you are joining the IH Alumni community take advantage of this incredible network of people and 
the new ways that you can engage with IH. 
Remember: Once a Housie; Always a Housie 
Stay Connected 
Facebook - https://www. facebook.com/ihbrisbane 
Twitter - https://twitter.com/IHBris 
Li nked in  - http://www. linkedin.com/company/international-house-brisbane 
As you continue to reflect on the "The impact IH has had on your life" email us at any time at 
ihfoundation@inthouse. uq. edu. au 
Being part of the 2013 Exec team has been an 
incredible privi lege for me. Never before have I 
been part of a team of such motivated, 
dedicated and fun-loving people. Although the 
year has had its ups and downs, the ups have 
defin itely been in the majority and it's been an 
absolute (and often hilarious) pleasure working 
vith each and every Exec member. 
We started the semester off with some 
extremely c lose-up and personal bonding with 
Boot Camp and Overnight Stay firmly setting the 
tone for the year - one of great teamwork and 
h i larious antics rol led i nto one. Whether drinking 
beers i n  the Jacuzzi together, climbing high 
ropes courses, attempting to learn h ip hop 
dance moves, fai l ing at yoga, or dying with 
laughter at our attempts at "act ing", P-Week 
ensured we al l  quickly became g reat friends. 
Our team ski l ls were immediately submitted to 
trial by fire as we found ourselves both 
emotional ly and physically exhausted by the 
intensities of 0-Week. Lucki ly we al l  pul led 
together and, thanks to the visionary planning of 
our two 0-Week Convenors, pul led off what I 
th ink was one of the best 0-Weeks in  my three 
years at col lege. 
Even as we settled down into our more routine 
weekly meetings (some of which ran late into the 
night) the Exec of 2013 sti l l  managed to come 
out with some real gems, a few of which I was 
able to i mmortal ise in the minutes. Some of the 
h igh l ights of this year's meetings i nclude: 
•I nappropriate out-of-context discussions 
(" I nappropriate? No it felt so good, you don' t 
understand!" - Xena, 23/04/13; "What about an 
ICC Drug Cartel?" - George, 5/3/13), 
• Certain  members fal l ing asleep 
mid-discussion and snoring loudly (Xavier, 
16/04/13), 
• Other members being mystified by the 
wonders of technology (Jess gett ing excited 
about touch screens, 5/3/13; Kelsie 
"accidental ly" add ing people on Facebook and 
being amazed by iCal i nvites, 28/2/13), 
• Heated d iscussions ent i rely in  Mandarin 
(Xavier and Randy, 26/03/13), 
• Even more heated d iscussions about Anne 
Hathaway's placing in  the Empire's Sexiest 100 
of 2013 (" I hate her, she just ru i ned Les Mis for 
me!" - Jess, 8/10/13), 
• Hardcore Sports Convenors doing laybacks 
at the water cooler (Sophie, 9/11/12), 
•And last, but not least, the various meetings 
which we ingeniously decided to hold on 
Thursday nights before Al l  Col lege Exchanges 
(the minutes of which are probably best left 
unpublished and, quite honestly, barely legible). 
On a more serious note, however, Exec hasn' t al l  
just been a cruisey ride. We' ve had our fai r  share 
of crises to deal with and budget problems to 
i ron out, and each and every Exec member has 
put in  incredible amounts of work, t ime and 
effort into their positions. Although not 
everyth ing has gone 100% as planned (damn 
you ICC judges), I sti l l  bel ieve that despite al l the 
stress, our hard work has paid off. Seeing how 
much residents have enjoyed th is year and 
hearing al l  the g reat positive feedback from al l of 
you has defin itely made being on Exec worth it 
for me. 
It has been an honour to serve you al l  as 
Secretary for 2013. Thanks again to al l the Exec 
team for being the best bunch of people I' ve 
worked with in my l ife and giving me an 
unforgettable final year at col lege! 




Wow, what a year .. . From the amazing 
spectacles of 0-Week; the determination of 
our sporting teams; the passion of our 
dancers; the tenacity of our debaters; the 
craziness of Carnivale, Ladies and Gents and 
Switch Party; the elegance of IH Ball; the 
rocking out at Bandfest; the wonder of Soiree; 
the ridiculously early morning of the College 
Photo; and the tear-jerking end of Semester 
Break-Up. This year not only revealed the 
passion of those who live at International 
House, but solidified the definition of the true 
Housie Spirit. I'm proud that all of you were 
part of the action. 
2013 merchandise brought with it a flash back 
to earlier days. Styles were rewound to the 
1980's with simpler chest stripes and shoulder 
stripes, hoping to display the mighty Black and 
Gold in a more prestigious and glorified 
manner (Take that King's and John's). The 
effect worked well, with the design to reappear 
next year, also ensuring consistency among 
the years. And hopefully, St. John's College 
w?n't steal these same designs, as they did 
with our old jersey design - they should know 
better. 
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Chairing the General Committee was also an 
eye-opening experience. It was a compact 
team of efficient team workers and leaders ' who excelled in their positions. They have 
stepped up extraordinarily high from previous 
years, and I thank their hard work, courage 
and tenacity. To lead and nurture such talent 
was a reward in itself. Hopefully with great 
changeover reports, the incoming GC of 2014 
shall be able to take a firm hold and build upon 
these marvellous foundations in which 2013 
has provided. I wish the General Committee of 
2014 the most flawless year ahead, and to 
those from the GC elected into the Executive 
Committee of 2014, I ask you to use your 
learned experiences from this year, and to 
continue your personal development for years 
to come. 
Sponsorship for the college has also increased �his ye�r. From receiving minimal sponsorship 
1n previous years, IH was able to use its 
connections and skills this year to reign in 
unofficially over $6000 from the Vice 
Presidential position. The annual College 
Photo was also up in attendance, with the 
addition of an 8th row. Previous years have 
only been able to reach back to the 7th row. 
(Check the photos down in lvor Cribb from 
previous years, it's true!). I thank the forward 
thinking of the ex-VP, Randoir Lai, for 
implementing a scheme that made this early 
morning more favourable to attend. 
Being hand of the King, the lovely Kelsie 
"Noodles" Herbert, this year as well was a 
highlight in itself. To work with such an 
outstanding speaker, role model and tenacious 
leader was exciting and motivating. Thus, we 
third years still accept your little unofficial 
second year self into the group, since don't 
want you associating with the actual second 
years - they are kind of weird 
(#floodgeneration). So 'at the end of the day', 
it has been the greatest privilege working with 
you, Kelsie. 
To the incoming Vice President of 2014, my 
close friend Jess Demnar, I wish you the best 
for 2014. The VP role is not an easy one, 
which you will discover. However the rewards, 
whilst not as tangible as what a Social may 
receive, make this position so much more 
meaningful and close to my heart. I hope for 
you to strike forth with your sword and extend 
the territory that has been laid before you; to 
better the merchandise, to synthesise the 
General Committee, to aim for more 
sponsorship, and to achieve that 9th row. 
As your beloved Merch Convenor, General 
Committee Chair, Sponsorship Convenor, 
College Photo Convenor, Hand of the King and 
Mr First Lady, it has been the utmost honour in 
serving and representing yourself and your 
fellow Housies in this great year. 
Love from your 2013 Vice Presidente, 
Reid Barry. 
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· Mae Sports 
So another year of IH sport has passed, and 
although it has not best, we have achieved 
some great results. Highlights include our 
victories in Badminton and Table Tennis, Adi's 
3 goals in soccer against Union - including his 
winning header late on, and Charlie and Matt's 
awesome partnership in cricket. 
We may have finished last, but I never 
expected us to do much better. What I did not 
expect was seeing the bravery of the boys 
who stepped up to play sports they had never 
heard of let alone played. 
There was a situation in semester one, in an 
AFL game against Kings, when I looked to see 
who was in the Centre with me and saw 
Charlie from Korea, Pedro from Spain, and 
Connor from the USA (a boy from last 
semester). I remember laughing to myself 
because I knew that out of the four Kings 
boys, three of them had represented the state 
in high school while the other one totally 
dwarfed us all, standing at about 200cms and 
weighing around 100kg. Did we lose? Of 
course we did - 98 points to 0. But the 
perseverance of our boys to keep getting back 
up and go at it again was truly spectacular. 
I'm sorry for waking you up on game day, and 
asking you to play for us, but know that for 
waking up and helping out your brothers is the 
epitome of winning. 
Getting up and saying ' I'll do it' even though 
you don't want too makes you ten times the 
person than someone who doesn't. 
Camaraderie, and brotherhood is what this 
college is all about, and mastering these 
concepts will give you qualities that far surpass 
those that grades can give you. 
There's a Japanese proverb that says 'Fall 
seven times and stand up eight', well boys, 
throughout the year you have encapsulated 
this meaning, and it has truly been an honour 
in leading you. 
Congratulations to our sportsman of the year, 
David Bevan. He is a seasoned warrior, always 
helping out, whether it has been convening 
sports or just being a leader on the field. These 
are his final few weeks here at IH and at UQ, 
and he leaves with a glittering reputation as 
one of IH's most loyal sporting servants. 
Signing off - Bronaldo 
_Fama e Sports 
For many years members of International 
House student club have fought hard and 
strong in the face of adversity . . .  and every 
year we leave a legacy like no other. 
This year was to be no different. 
A wondrous year of fun bumpin' yay times! 
congratulate each and every one of the lovely 
ladies who put themselves on the line 
throughout the year and stepped up to 
represent I H on the 
field/court/track/pool/everywhere! 
In particular though, there are a few special 
gals out there who deserve a little something 
extra. 
Thanks to Claire Mulligan, Alex McShane & 
Mikaela Anich who each managed to 
participate in more than ten sports throughout 
the year. A valiant effort from you all! 
Kudos also to all the people who helped me 
with convening various sports throughout the 
year. Tabitha Wilson, who successfully led our 
rowing girls to a fifth placement overall! 
Alex McShane, who helped train up and 
convene the volleyball girls at the end of 
semester one. 
Mikiko Kusuda, showing her skills and 
expertise on the Basketball court. 
Claire Mulligan, strutting her stuff on the 
football field. 
To Hanny Mae Caroll, Daniella Guy & Katherine 
Koster-Shadbolt, thank-you for your efforts on 
the netball court this year, they will be forever 
appreciated. 
Pipi, your beloved President for 2014, for her 
help with the badminton and table tennis 
competitions and 
Grace Jauristo and Reid Barry for helping 
captain and coach the IH Women's hockey 
side. 
Finally, I 'd like to give one last big 
congratulations to the Badminton girls, Mikaela 
Anich and Coby Yeung for their incredible 
effort in securing first place for the second year 
in a row!!! Awesome work girls! 
Congratulations to everyone for an awesome 
year of sports! 
Keep shining and best of luck for the rest of 
your sporty days! 
With love, your Sporty Sprite 
Soph M 
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At the end of a long summer, residents from 
around the globe packed up their belongings, 
and came home for the long-awaited . . .  
O-Week: 2013. This year, Team 0-Strong went 
above and beyond to bring Housies a 
jam-packed week of parties, dinners, games, 
and outings that catered for all. Residents 
even got to witness the implementation of 
several new events, including an Inter-College 
Water Party and Hunger Games Laser-Tag 
Tournament. 
The first 0-Week kicked off with a bang! From 
smashing the Fresher dance and sharing the 
International Love on Market Day, to seeing 
the world at sunrise from the top of Mount 
Coot-tha, we're proud to say that it was a 
wonderful success. The Housie Spirit as 
always shined through as we saw our lovely 
fresher's grow into their places within this 
college. 
0-Week truly sets the tone of the college for 
the rest of the semester, and the year, and so 
we strived to create a warm, welcoming 
environment from day one. To this day, it 
brings us both such great joy to see the 
bonds, friendships, and bromances formed in 




Although we had our moments of complete 
fatigue and sickness . . .  passed out at the ice 
rink and lost our voices . . .  seeing everyone 
enjoying themselves through something we 
created made it all worthwhile! But we couldn't 
have done it without the support of the 
amazing Exec team of 2013. 
0-Week 2.0 brought in a wave of new 
exchange students, who have made our 
second semester one of the best yet. And, of 
course, years of fantasy finally became a reality 
when the Disney Party was held (dreams really 
do come true)! 
Without the amazing freshers from both 
semesters we would be nothing. Like, literally 
there wouldn't have been a job for us . . .  
0-Week has been an unforgettable experience 
that both of us will cherish for the rest of our 
lives. We send nothing but well wishes and 
good luck to Hope and Erika for next year; we 
have no doubt that you will be nothing but 
0-STRONG! 
Anya Rudolphy and Ebony Breen 

It's been a hectic year 
for all the social 
butterflies at IH. We 
games room sessions, 
random RE nights and the piece de resistance; 
IH Ball 2013 - The Great Gatsball. We've seen 
Housies dress-up, dress down and always 
have a wonderful time. Many a friendship was 
formed whilst walking to exchange buses, 
munching on redfrogs in the lvor Cribb garden, 
debriefing in side-kitchen after a night out or in 
the line for the bar at our in-house events. 
Ball was by far the biggest and best event of 
the year. Over 200 suavely dressed Housies 
and friends of IH gathered on I-plaza on the 
30th of August ready to be whisked away to a 
secret location for a night they wouldn't soon 
forget. The 2013 IH Ball was held at Victoria 
Park Golf Course at Herston and went off 
without a hitch. Even staff and board members 
came along for the ride - a first in IH history! 
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The food was delicious, the photobooth was 
crowded, the dancing was lively and a great 
time was had by all. The venue was 
spectacular with a beautiful view of Brisbane 
city from the balcony over the golf park. The 
Housies relaxed and let their hair down in a 
stunning ballroom decorated in gold and 
black, and were treated to a two course meal 
with can apes on the deck upon arrival. The 
next day involved relaxing at IH on g-lawn and 
more yummy food thanks to the Sunday 
Supper convener; Jason Brookes. 
The fun didn't stop there, however, with more 
activities and merriment on the Sunday 
morning that will undoubtedly remain in all the 
attendees' memories for a long long time to 
come (or maybe not for some overly 
enthusiastic party-goers). After an epic 
weekend, Monday's breakfast session was 
rather empty. 
Thank you so much for entrusting us to be 
your social conveners for this year! We hope 
you all enjoyed yourselves and had a 
wonderful time - we definitely did! 
Our sincerest gratitude, 
Jessie Demnar and Xavier Ng 
Social Conveners of 2013 

It's a difficult task to summarise a year of 
Cultural events at a college like International 
House. Over the three years that we have 
been living at IH we have seen first-hand that 
Housies are and always have been a group of 
exceptionally talented young men and women, 
and now we have to somehow cover all the 
amazing performances we saw this year? We 
can only try! 
Kicking off the year we had Nicholas 
"Professor" Farnsworth as our College Idol. 
Having never sung in front of an audience 
before he certainly stepped up the challenge 
and continued to perform for us at every 
Kickback since. On our other musical fronts 
we had our awesome IH Band who 
represented us at Bandfest and then went on 
to be asked to perform at a multitude of 
venues throughout the year, and our 
Choralfesters who blasted out awesome 
medleys of 'Do You Hear the People Sing', 
'Some Nights', and 'I'll Make a Man Out of 
You'. 
On the less musical side of things, Randalph 
Lai, Callum Thomas, Calum Thatcher, and 
Caitlin Gordon-King were our Debating team 
for 2013 and with their efforts we made it 
through to the semi-finals with a huge point 
margin. Caitlin also served as our speaker for 
Oratory in second semester. At the ICC Art 
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Show we showed our creative sides, with 
charcoal drawings, photos, paintings and 30 
art all on display. We also managed to claim 
1 st place with Xavier Ng's photography piece! 
Our Chess team also put on a brave front, 
valiantly representing us at Emmanuel College 
on the morning after IH Ball. 
We then had One Act Play where we saw our 
most dramatic take the stage in a commedia 
dell'arte performance of 'The Venetian Twins', 
and while we may have not placed well with 
the judges, the audience sure loved it! Our final 
event was Dancefest where we brought the 
Zombie Apocalypse to the ICC stage. Our 
poppin' and lockin' zombies faced off against 
our hip-hop styling soldiers which resulted in 
us bringing an end to the "Dancefest curse" by 
placing 4th on the night. 
Unfortunately in the end, International House 
placed 7th overall in the Cultural rankings, but 
you know what? We put on amazing shows, 
discovered hidden talents some of us didn't 
know we possessed, and grew closer to each 
other through the hours of practice we 
dedicated Housies committed to. We wouldn't 
have had it any other way. 
Your Cultural Convenors of 2013, 
Lucy Woodward and Joshua De Boom 

--�Soiree 
Join us as we set sail for an afternoon of 
international food, beverages and 
entertainment . . .  
Soiree, International House's most unique and 
culturally diverse event was held on Sunday 
the 8th September 2013. The event was a 
huge success with current residents, Alumni, 
members of local rotary clubs, friends, family 
and other college students joining us to enjoy 
an afternoon of entertainment and activities 
alongside a wide range of international food 
and beverages. This year more than 450 
attendees boarded the IH pirate ship to 
discover the multicultural world we live in. 
We were blessed with beautiful weather, which 
is no doubt attributed to a well-selected virgin 
sacrifice. Jake proved a worthy sacrifice and 
the Sun god's rewarded us with sunshine. 
International cuisine was in plentiful supplies, 
and took guests on a journey from Asia down 
through the South-Pacific, across the seas to 
Europe and the Americas. Hot favourites 
included Langos, Pakoras and Gozleme. 
Sweet treats such as doughnut muffins and 
pretzels filled the even the hungriest of guests. 
Australia is often forgotten about at 
multicultural festivals so lamingtons and 
ANZAC biscuits provided a taste of home. 
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A well-travelled sailor needs to be kept 
hydrated, and the selection at Soiree 2013 
provided something for everyone. The bubble 
tea made us a pearl, and once again everyone 
was Desperados to get to the bar! For those 
whose taste buds craved something fruitier, 
banana bread beer from England was 
Nailable. 
Housie talent was on show, with performances 
from every corner of the globe and proved to 
be a highlight for guests. Traditional favourites 
such as the Can-Can girls, a performance from 
the IH band and IH Haka boys once again 
wowed the crowd. Amazing vocalists and 
eye-catching dances filled out a jam-packed 
entertainment schedule. 
Survival of the fittest was on display as 
attendees battled it out in the Sumo wrestling 
ring. Whoever said Housies couldn't play 
sport, obviously never saw us wrestle as IH's 
r -- I',._' 
strong men and women attempted to take out 
their neighbours. Some guests chose to while 
away the afternoon from the comfort of the 
shisha tent while others tried their luck at the 
star game. Soiree left their mark on all those 
who visited the henna tattoo and face painting 
stands. 
This year we sought fundraising and 
sponsorship in order to deliver a high quality 
event and leave more money in the student 
club kitty. We generated over $1200 of 
sponsorship from UQU and local businesses 
and over $1 OOO from fundraising BBQs and 
raffles. The IH Kitchen is to be thanked for 
their generous support in providing food and 
use of their facilities for all our baking. A big 
thank you to all the Housies who helped 
collect donations and spent time between 
lectures cooking BBQs. Our BBQs wouldn't 
have been so successful without Belden 
helping to carry those heavy boxes of 
sausages and Charlie's over-enthusiastic 
attempts at attracting customers! 
With an event of this scale there are always 
many thanks to be expressed, but we would 
like to make particular mention of the 
following. 
To our wonderful committee, Soiree wouldn't 
have been the success it was without your 
hard work and commitment leading up to the 
event and on the day itself. Alison, Cathy, 
Ebony, Erika, Katie, Kade, May, Merryn and 
Ned all deserve a round of applause for their 
contribution! Thank you to all the volunteers 
who baked, painted, decorated, and shifted 
heavy items in the lead up to Soiree. It was 
your efforts combined with all the people who 
helped out on the day that allowed everything 
to get done on time. 
Karina and Tabitha 
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.._ Cross Cu tuca 
Dear Housies, 
This year has been such a joy. The Housies of 
2013, ranging from 37 countries, have really 
come together this year. We've had a 
semester filled with food, dance, and crafts. 
We've made dumplings, had fondue, made 
cookies, and enjoyed mooncake! We've done 
zumba, salsa nights, yoga, and had a 
Bollywood evening of dancing, snacks, film. 
We've had a massage class, made jewelry, 
and made posters to support our fellow 
Housies at events such as Bandfest. Here at 
International House, we pride ourselves in our 
culture, and OH MY, how we've been cultured 
this year! We've seen three plays at Schonell 
Theater (on campus), had Sunday Suppers 
with musical accompaniment, and we've done 
film screenings of "Moonrise Kingdom" and 
"The lntouchables". 
This year, I've worked to foster a close 
relationship with Red Frogs. They've been very 
supportive in providing snacks, leading cafe 
crawls, and even teaching us the different 
types of coffee and how they're made at our 
"Coffee Night". As a new initiative, I've been in 
communication with local businesses, one of 
which came to our very own lvor Cribb to 
show us some hairstyles and give advice in 
preparation for ball. 
From the loudest moments of cheering our 
college idol candidate on, to our five minutes 
of silence for September 11 th (9/11 ), the Cross 
Cultural agenda has been chock-full! 
As this year comes to a close, all I can do is be 
thankful for the great experiences. I've learned 
how to curse like a Chinese sailor and greet a 
German at breakfast; I've made friends from all 
walks of life, and with each new friendship, I 
feel my love for this college and appreciation 
for this earth growing. 
Thank you Housies, Much Love, 
XoXo Cultural XenaBean 
_M'd Autumn Fest'va 
Mid-autumn festival (Zhong Qiu Jie) is usually 
celebrated during the night of the full-moon 
which is usually around mid to late September. 
Held in International House on the 23rd of 
September, the festival celebrates the 
gathering of family and friends, giving thanks 
as well as praying for a good future. 
In Chinese culture, a round shape symbolizes 
completeness and unity. When a family shares 
a traditional mooncake (mooncakes are 
generally round), it symbolizes the 
completeness and unity of families. 
Celebrating this event in IH saw Housies of 
various ethnicities coming together, learning 
more about the Chinese culture and even 
learning to read and write their names in 
mandarin. 
The night kicked off with the Lion Dance act ' 
normally used to celebrate significant events, 
such as the opening of a new business, and is 
said to be a bringer of good luck. 
It was a wonderful sight to see everyone 
coming together, appreciating a culture 
different from their own. People who do not 
normally use chopsticks took part in our 
competition whereby you are to use a 
chopstick to pick up gummy bears. Also, 
people were gamed to try new foods that were 
foreign looking. While some Housies loved the 
food we provided, some found the mooncakes 
rather 'strange-tasting' . The event ended with 
a lantern-lighting ceremony, a must-have 
tradition at mid-autumn festivals. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
everyone who came down to support, the 
organizing committee, the additional helping 
hands, amazing performers and not forgetting 
Gary and the kitchen staff for the awesome 
theme-dinner! Thank you all so much! 
Xx, Lina Chan Kobayashi 

_Mad t-1atters 
On the 2nd of June we had the Alice in 
Wonderland themed Mad Hatter's Tea Party. 
The day started out with sunshine and the 
promise of more to come, but within a few 
hours clouds were threatening and in another 
the rain began to fall. All seemed lost, with 
hours of careful preparation looking like it 
would all be for nothing, but we didn't let this 
get us down; with a lot of help we brought 
everything under I-plaza and redecorated to 
save the day! 
After a rushed hour of emergency preparations 
the event began and guests began arriving. 
The tables were filled with delicious foods, our 
performers were playing and the shisha 
was .. . smoking? Anyway, we had the Red 
Frogs to provide warm fondue and volunteers 
keeping the buffet well stocked. There were 
performances from a variety of talented 
housies and we even had some guests from 
Leos sing for us! Our resident Patrick 
"Patches" Darling won best dressed and was 
awarded a penny skateboard with a costume 
that could only be described as "mad". 
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Good work Patches! When the sun managed 
to peek through the clouds we finally set up 
badminton and went down onto g-lawn to play 
on the grass. At last when the tables were 
bare and the afternoon came to an end, we 
cleaned up and headed down into lvor for an 
evening of debating with alumni against 
1ousies. 
Overall, Mad Hatters was a success, and 
without the help of everyone to save it from the 
unseasonal rain it wouldn't have been 
possible. So a huge thank-you to Tabitha, 
Kelsie and all those that worked tirelessly to 
produce the feast and organise the event; also 
to those who helped set up, both the first time 
and the second time, to all the performers and 
those who turned up to what was indeed a 
whacky afternoon. 

At 7:30am on Friday May 4th, the car park of 
International House became equipped with 
staging, sound, lights and fencing, in order to 
host the Inter College Council Bandfest 
Competition. This saw all ten UQ Colleges 
compete in a battle of the bands competition. 
The night was full of Red Frogs, Rockstar, 
Stars from the Starlight Charity stall, live music, 
college banter and so many sausages with 
heaps of sauce. 'Over Yonder', now known as 
'Cheeky Beers', came out in classic Housie 
style, with crazy hats, vibrant colours and a 
musical passion like no other. With music from 
Temper Trap, Outkast, and Monsters of Men, 
the talented musicians Robin Tunley, Markus 
Granstrom, Leonard Park, Jevb Bote, Ryan 
Hoarau, Hugo Nicholls, Kristine Crouch, Anna 
Hannigan, Alison Liefting and Rowan Mayers 
did International House proud, placing 6th 
overall. The event ran very smoothly with much 
excitement over the new addition of a 




members of Over Yonder for all of their hard 
work and dedication, you did IH very proud. 
Special thanks to all of those involved on the 
night and in the weeks leading up to 
Bandfest, the event would not have been a 
success without you all. 
Your cute and funny, and single Bandfest 
Convenor 2013, 
Hanny Mae Carroll 

This year, our awesome Housies have been 
involved in the good cause of charity events 
literally through blood, hair and pain. 
20th March marked the day were many brave 
Housie souls shaved their hair off as well as 
dyeing it multiple colours to raise over $3000 
for the Leukemia Foundation. TOMS One Day 
Without Shoes on April 19th saw a few 
Housies marching the grounds of UQ campus 
and the outside world along with other 
colleges barefoot. A starlight foundation 
charity booth was set up during the day and 
on the night of Bandfest in conjunction with 
Starlight Day on May 3rd to sell starlight 
merchandises to raise funds for terminally ill 
children. From May 6th - 1 Oth, many Housies 
fought a brave battle against hunger and  poverty by eating $2 or less worth of food per 
day for five consecutive days to raise funds 
which go to OakTree Foundations educational 
projects in Cambodia and Papua New Guinea. 
It felt like Deja vu when some of us did it again 
for the 40 Hour Famine from August 16th 
onwards. A few of us decided to spice things 
up by not talking and giving up their comfort 
for 40 hours to supporting World Vision 
projects in 3rd world countries to help families 
improve their lifestyle. 
In 0-Week 2.0, the game Mutiny with a gold 
coin donation brought a lot of fun times as well 
as money for World Hepatitis Day. Thanks to 
the lovely contribution by Housies, the charity 
bin has been overflowing throughout the year 
and has been donated to homeless people in 
Brisbane. 
Huge thanks to everyone that has contributed 
to the charity events this year. It was been fun 
and an honour to serve you as IH's 2013 
Charity Convenor. May the lovely kindness of 
Housies never deter wherever they may be in 
the future. 
Amanda Navaratnam 
It has been a busy year for International House 
in the environmental arena! Earth Hour was by 
far our most successful environmental event, 
with over 80 people coming down and chilling 
in lvor Cribb, lit by ambient beeswax lanterns. 
Games such as Jenga and Twister, some 
talented folks on guitar, and, of course, the 
food, all added to the fun. 
This year also saw the creation of SCI, the 
Sustainable College Initiative. Headed by our 
lovely Katie Culross, it functions as a sounding 
board for all colleges that are interested in 
making their colleges more sustainable. Admin 
and students from interested colleges meet 
every few weeks to exchange ideas and plans 
for implementing more environmentally friendly 
practices around their colleges. 
While not returning next year, I hope to hear 
lots about how International House is 




2013 Environmental Convenor 
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Here in the grand kingdom of UQ, 
Housies have gathered here for you. 
At International House they' re here to play, 
make memories and friends, in their hearts to 
stay. 
But where will we find the most awesome 
Housies of all, 
at Bandfest, Shagfest, or the International 
House Ball? 
Finds out that we don't have to go looking so 
far, 
because A Tower is here, shining like a Mario 
Super Star! 
On A 1 st we had Swahil partying it up, 
with Skywalker and Baby Darce to help join in 
King's Cup. 
They also had one of the Mario Brothers, 
McShane and Mulligan - those two crazy 
mothers. 
The floor up from the main held quite a 
surprise, 
with a twin and a prince - sparkles in their 
And like Princess Peach on top of the tower, 
Alan and Ella would crush their study hour. 
With JJ perched high with his aerial shot, 
Sporty Girl would cruise the multi-story parking 
lot. 
T he new semester would bring us some new 
allies, 
but to old friends we had to say our goodbyes. 
With the new Rosie and Ryan joining the 
show, 
and who can forget the new Jason 2.0. 
More Housies would join the ranks of the best, 
Like the Great Ai and Geld, who'd ace every 
test. 
T he party would go off with the amazing Akela, 
Yet some nights she'd have to lay off the 
tequila. 
Saving the best for last was the incredible A 
Tower SR, 
Still fresh from nights out, and loving every bar. 
He was quite good at dance, and quite good 
at art, 
But most of all, he'd beat anyone at Mario 
Kart. 
A big, happy family A Tower would stay, 
From Brisbane to Boston, to far, far away. 
- Reid Barry - A Tower SR 
<3 LOVE YOU ALL! 
From the very fi rst day, B Tower was meant to 
become the BOSS Tower of I H .  
It al l started when we fi rst sat down together i n  
O Week and brainstormed together for tower 
themes . We cou ld have been " Beast" , " Beans" 
(Charl ie ,  real ly?) , "Bonobono" , " Bogan" (wow, 
Evan . . .  ) and " Bakery" Tower, but the BOSS 
nature was in  our b lood , thus it was engraved 
into our identity and then , the rest is h istory. 
We almost became BEE tower after the ent i re 
empire of Bees decided to invade our tower in  
the fi rst semester but fai led of course! Who did 
they th ink they are , messing around with the 
bosses ! And our notorious reputat ions of sett ing 
fi re alarms (ACCI D ENTALLY) , almost pioneering 
the outbreak of Chicken Pox (poor M itch !) , and 
constantly breaking the main doorknob were 
saved by our status of being the coolest ,  most 
close-kn itted , talented and fun tower around in  
2013! 
Our lovely tower suppers rang ing from g randma 
recipe lasagna and cheesecake by Super Chefs 
Andrea and Evan , Korean rice cakes and 
pancakes by Chef Charl ie ,  to yummiest risotto 
and baked zucch in i  feta chicken by German 
beauty Coco , brought us al l  together, with some 
tower brunches and pancakes treats in  
between .  I n  competit ive terms,  we started off by 
coming 3rd in Annual I nter-Towers Sports 
Competit ion . 
B To we __.____. 
Then, our BOSS tower decoration was 
basically boss enough that we came 2nd i n  
the Tower Decoration Competition Gust half a 
mark difference!). We also won the Earth Hour 
challenge and were the only tower in entire I H  
that switched off everything to save the world! 
Not forgetting to mention, everyone who walks 
past our main door always stops by and 
admires our best-looking BOSS tower photos 
too! 
But it is our spirit that made us the most 
unique tower, and as you continue on with 
your great pursuits in life my dearest Bosses, I 
hope you remember BOSS tower with the 
fondest memories of dungeon days, FI FA 
fights, singing-till-Titanic-sinks, Vanilla-scented 
corridors, most loyal associate members and 
of all, the beautiful faces of your BOSS family 
members and the bond that we shared. 
Because once a BOSS, you are always a 
BOSS. 
With Love , 
Pi Pi  
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Geld you left us for another floor, Ashvin I'm 
glad you stopped locking your door, 
Gregory you switched up like a boss, Justin 
you own at Xbox, 
And so C dungeon; the best place of all. 
On C1 st There's George (not) being a menace, 
and Callum, reminiscing about Venice, 
When Jess turned 1 8  we lost her to the party 
scene, and then Rachel came and graced us 
with her presence, 
C2nd, lives some random guy, with a sparkle 
of joy in his eyes, 
Between fridges and shopping carts, this 
place will steal your hearts, 
So stay awhile and listen, don't be shy. 
C3 is a great place to be, but since Will left it's 
been different indeed. 
Sarah's out saving lives, while in his room 
Hamish hides, and Ashvin lives there now 
unfortunately. ' 
Brenna you sure are a fox, with the craziest 
socks 
And I get another teen to lean on. 
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C Towec 
On C4th Ryan and Moses play their guitars, 
boys you'll both go on to be stars 
Natalia you are truly, our most intelligent ethnic 
beauty 
And Nick, you and Candice are always great 
for a laugh 
What could C5th be without Bevan's Heaven 
your place will be spoken about in legends ' 
Lies! you've been an amazing friend, for us this 
isn't the end 
And Dorothy, good luck being successful in 
medicine. 
And Alex, oh sweet Alex, your angelic voice 
will never be forgotten, and we promise, to 
never tell anyone about your Shower Idol 
sessions. 
*And a note to Phil Mok, you moved bro, 
tough luck. 
So long, and thanks for all the fish. 
-Anon (Rowan Mayers) 
-Dedicated to my dearest friend Marcus Chua 
'"-'-'---0 T OW8 [ 
D Tower has had a good year. Despite being 
the most underrated tower at IH, little did you 
know we had a world class bartender and 
alcohol connoisseur running an exclusive and 
secretive underground bar. We also had a 
sexy social, a shop king, a few star dancers 
and the occasional honorary 0-Towerian ; )  
Kim Possumble carried on her usual habit of 
hanging around the common room in the dark 
scaring all who enter. We all got so used to 
seeing her around that when Geld so kindly 
put in a room fresher that sprayed when you 
walked it, without fail most of us screamed or 
at least jumped a little thinking it was a 
possum ready to attack. We also spiced up 
the common room with brand new BEAN 
BAGS which led to a record usage of the 
common room! 
We had a few nice tower suppers, starting 
with an adventure into West End to visit Three 
Monkeys, then a craft session to transform our 
tower into a dinosaur's playground. Since 
then we have had a cute brownie in a cup 
tower supper and a lovely candlelit cocktail 
night. 
I can honestly say it has been great looking 
after my tower, it has been a real breeze. 
Everyone is so capable, friendly and fun to 
chat to. I've had such a good time at our 
tower suppers and I'm proud to have been 
your SR. I wish you all the best of luck either 
at college or entering the real world but I know 
you won't need it because I genuinely think 
you're all great. 
And for those leaving us, remember: 
Once a Housie, always a Housie! 




Tucked away in a nook is where our 
headquarters' reside 
Where the lives of talented, influential and 
powerful individuals coincide 
Fighting the battles at uni by day, baking 
cheesecake in E-common by night 
The ressies in this tower are definitely a pretty 
sight: 
Ebony Irvin with her smile as bright as the sun 
She is always up for a challenge and gets the 
job done 
Jack Nottle is never short of time to lend a 
helping hand 
Young Ho Seo, the incredible guitarist, could 
be the lead in an acoustic band 
Rachel Ho beams with positivity and fills a 
place with her glow 
Morgan Williams on the keys is quite the 
maestro 
Mark Edgerton is a speedy one, an expert 
engineer 
When Alison Liefting starts a-singing you best 
lend an ear 
Georgia Brown, what a beaut, who loves to 
live life to the full 
Jonny Hunter our sporting lad with brawn like 
a bull 
Khoo Sing Yao a man of bright colours and 
badminton champ 
Celine Ip our food connoisseur, traveling the 
world stamp by stamp 
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Edwin Lin with insight and a great passion for 
the world 
Naoimh O'Mahony takes life on with 
impeccable poise overcoming any whirl 
Sarah McKenna remains cheery and in the 
mood for a good laugh 
Josh Doughty-Martin puts his all into what he 
does, never half 
Yee Shien Cheong the determined and 
dedicated learner 
The generous Christy Lee with a good taste for 
flavour 
The lovely Grace Chou who is always dressed 
in smiles 
The brilliant mind of Jim Cullen, mastering 
instruments and running for miles 
A fantastic year it has been to get to know you 
all 
I am proud for all we have achieved, everything 
big and everything small 
Through the late study nights and clean ups in 
the common room 
I 've been blessed to be able to watch each 
and every one of you bloom 
All the best on your endeavours, always stick 
to your guns 
From your senior resident, Kristine Crouch, 
keep fighting the good fight 
And don't forget to have funs 
There are many things that I love about being 
an SR at International House, but the best is 
being a part of F Tower! Although we are 
known as one of the quieter towers, we are a 
close bunch that can rely on each other when 
things get tough! We know when to have fun, 
and we know when it 's time to crack down 
and do some serious work. This year we will all 
take many unforgettable memories from our 
tower - not to mention Jiangsuo's amazing 
magic tricks that will forever leave us amazed! 
Our tower suppers have been some of the 
best of the year, where we have made 
delicious banana bites, made awesome tower 
decorations and played some hilarious games 
of werewolf! Also, this year the tower theme 
was 'Underwater ' and we made great 
decorations to match, winning us runner-up in 
the tower decorating awards! 
F Tower has been home to many talented 
people this year : the architecture expert and 
marathon runner Jarred, the sport crazy Kats, 
and the Sunday Supper 
king Jason just to name a 
few! Everyone in F Tower 
has contributed time and 
effort in to building this 
college in to what it is 
today, and it wouldn't be 
the same without them! 
My hope is that the tight 
relationships we have 
managed to create with 
each other will endure 
even beyond the walls of International House 
and that we can all remain friends long into 
the future. At heart, we will never forget our 
friendly, hilarious, and helpful F Tower 
neighbours we have grown to love! 
Matt 
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Noise is the first thing that's springs to mind 
when many think of G Tower! The late night 
gatherings on the fourth floor, the screaming 
enthusiasm over a game of FIFA, the soulful 
tunes emanating from G 1 st and the moans of 
G3rd! There certainly hasn't been a shortage 
of noise complaints in G tower this year but 
we've equalled our passion for noise with our 
pursuits outside the tower! 
This year the G in GC took on whole new 
meaning with spirit freshers, mid autumn 
festival organisers, charity, food, environmental 
and Soiree convenors and committee 
members in our mix. G tower boasted plenty 
of talent this year, housing resident blogger 
Oiiy, master chef Helios, future world 
renowned journalist Sammy and tennis star 
Mikiko just to name a few! A special mention 
must go to G towers Grandpa in residence, 
Patrick, who has spent the last 3 years calling 
G3rd home! As always G Tower had the 
highest proportion of exchange students from 
all over the globe. It is not uncommon to walk 
down the hall and hear three different 
languages being spoken around you. Sadly 
though this has meant many hard goodbyes 
as our international friends of semester one left 
us, and as those of semester two prepare to 
do the same. 
G Towec 
We console ourselves however in the 
knowledge that friendships made at 
International House endure and that we now 
have a couch to crash on in every continent. 
T he G4th common room underwent a 
transformation this year. Thanks to a generous 
donation from Rotary the kitchen was 
refurbished with the addition of an oven and 
stovetop, the walls were freshly painted, the 
carpet replaced and a set of new tables and 
chairs were added. And so the filthy 
goon-stained party room became a hospitable 
area of study and relaxation . . .  for about a 
week. 
We hope you've enjoyed your time in the 
tower this year and will take away lots of 
memories, stories and friendships. To those 
returning to IH next year, keep the spirit alive, 
and to those who are moving on, like we are, 
we wish you all the very best! Remember once 
a housie, always a housie, so don't be 
strangers! 
Toby and Tabitha 
I'm sure this is said every year by every SR, 
but it really has been a privilege to live with the 
lovely folks of H Tower. Our friendly, quiet and 
fun-loving tower was filled with some fairly 
unique characters this year. 
The sounds from the first floor mostly 
consisted of angry tasteful rap music thanks to 
Randy and the near constant sounds of 
socialising in MCs room. Giggles, singing and 
loud music could often be heard coming from 
the 3rd floor before a night out while the top 
floor has been mercifully (suspiciously?) quiet 
ill year. 
Our common room has been witness to some 
of the most incredible drawing skills to have 
graced IH, Hungarian dancing practices, some 
really really successful tower suppers (4 
people yewww), engineering/architectural/ 
law-induced stress, a consistently filthy sink 
and around the middle of the year an addition 
to the common room in the shape of a 1V (!!!). 
Three of this year's Exec (including el 
Presidente) hailed from our mighty tower along 
with the DC Op. , 2nd year Rep and one of our 
amazing 0-Week Convenors. A number of our 
residents participated (and won) in many 
sports and cultural events throughout the year 
including the band, debating, OAP, Art Show, 
Table Tennis, Rugby, Badminton, etc. 
In terms of Academia, we have failed to have a 
single academic Bara Khana all year so I am 
unaware of who in the tower has achieved 
outstanding results. As such, I believe 
everyone in the tower has aced uni this year 
and am proud of everyone for the hours of 
hard work they have put in. 
Though we have had our differences (mostly 
involving the cleanliness of the common room) 
I have enjoyed living in H Tower immensely 
among the talented and interesting folk that 
also reside there. Good luck to all in the future 
and keep in touch! 
Katie xx 
___ _ Jower 
""' 
And so the end of the year draws to a close 
for the tallest tower at International House! I 
am so grateful to have been the Senior 
Resident of such an amazing tower this year! 
Already coming into the year we had our own 
Xavier as one of the college Social Convenors, 
Anna took the spot of 1 st Year Representative, 
and Ali was chosen as 3rd and 4th Year 
Representative. 
The leadership roles continued to pile on 
when, at the end of the year three more of our 
I-Tower residents claimed positions at AGM. 
Congratulations to Anjali for her election as 
Soiree Convenor with Ethan, to Eddy for 
gaining the role of Cross-Cultural, and finally to 
Anna for scooping Cultural with co-convenor 
Ebony. 
But let's not think that I-Tower is all about hard 
work and responsibility! I know for a fact that 
our Tower is host to many a movie and 1V 
show marathon, some of which have gone 
until 4 or 5am. It has also been host to the 
occasional game of chess, and back in 
Semester 1 I recall a series of passionate 
(read: loud) war-based card games that used 
to take place quite frequently. 
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And, possibly most shockingly of all, some 
residents even studied in the common room! 
Were they perhaps drawn in by the 
decorations? With its Pokemon theme and the 
hard work in decoration done by our residents, 
we were dubbed the winners of the Best 
Decorated Tower competition! 
Whatever the reason, I-Tower was surely an 
amazing tower in 2013. I 'm honoured to have 
been able to be surrounded a group of 
wonderful students and I wish them all the 
best in the future. 
I-Tower Senior Resident, 
Joshua De Boom 
Sports Awards 201 3  
Sportsman of the Year: David Bevan 
Ful l B lue Awards 
James Cul len 
Belden Coutts 




Ethan Wignel l  
Half B lue Awards 
N ick Farnsworth 
Evan May 
Jaisal Patel 
Orgi l  Batkh ish ig 
Matthew Butcher 
Jack Nottle 
Fabien Lai Van 
Louis Davies 
Pedro Alonso Capri le 
Wei Hsiang Huang 
Sportswoman of the Year: Claire Mul l igan 
Ful l B lue Awards 
Alex McShane* 
Jessie Demnar 
Clai re Mul l igan* 
*extraord inary effort 
M ikaela  An ich* 
Sophie Moran* 
Xena Brooks 
Hal f  B lue Awards 
M ikiko Kusuda Tabitha Wi lson 
Soe San Htike Amanda Navaratnam 
Katherine Culross Hannah Carol l 
O l ivia  Dove 
8wards 
Cross Cultural Awards 
Change Award: 
For Great Beauty - Mark Goh 
For Great Bravery - Lina Koybayash i 
What's my Name Award: 
Anjal i Rangnekar 
Award for Eggscellence: 
Eggy Ouellet 
Other Awards 201 3  
Housie Award - Chung Keun Lee 


























J..IJ.i-..---- --8 wards Cultural Awards 201 3 
Choralfest 
"Altar boy" Award: James Cullen (awesome 
dedication and a real team leader) 
"Altar girl" Award: Hannah Carroll (dedicated 
team leader) 
"Nerves of Steel" Award: Ebony Breen (for 
doing something that terrified her not once, 
but twice) 
"Smiling Clown Award" : Kai Wen Goh (for 
most cheerful performer) 
Bandfest 
"School of Rock" Award: Robin Tunley & Jevb 
Bote for showing us how its done 
Dancefest 
Supreme Dance Commander Award: Adam 
Essop 
Most infectious choreographer and dancer 
Award: Soe San Htike 
Al l Rou nder 
"I've been everywhere man" Award: Anna 
Hanigan 
For best all round competitor, most dedicated 
and most involved Housie culturally 
Kickback 
"Best debut performance" Su Jin Lim & Rachel 
Ho for their performance of 'The Cup Song' 
One Act Play 
"T he Best T hings Happen Backstage" Stage 
Wench Award: Kelsey Munt 
40 
Oratory & Debat ing 
"Verbal seduction" Award: Caitlin Gordon-King 
for contribution to debating and oratory 
"lronborn/I Do Not Sow" Award: Callum 
T homas for dedication and excellence in 
debating 3 years in a row. 
Art Show 
"Visual seduction/best newcomer Award": 
Amelia O' Connell 
"Paparazzi Picasso" Award: Xavier Ng for 
winning Art Show two years in a row 
Academic Award Recipients 














Robin T unley 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Name Last Name First Room Name Last Name First Room Name Last Name First Room Name Last Name First Room 
I (Sem 1) HAMEL Mark A l . l  EDWARDS Rachel D l . 4  HUANG Wei Hs ianq G ! O ?  MARTLEW Ch ristooher H 3 . 3  
ARMENT! Rvan A l . 1  WOODWARD Lucy D 2 . 1  M C LEISH liam G ! 0 8  RUDOLPHY Anva H 3 . 4  
MCSHANE Alexandra A l . 2  WIG NELL Ethan D 3 . l  (Sem 1 )  MOON Hye R i m  G ! 0 9  BROOKS Lac h lan H 3 . S  
(Sem l l  PATEL Sah i l  A l . 3  JAQUES Cathe r ine  D 3 . 2  GALLEGOS IJolysa G l 0 9  G RANSTROM Er ik  H 4 . 1 
WEISS I Jason A l . 3  CARROLL Hannah D 3 . 3  PARK Yona J i n  G l l O  HOLFORD Cai t l i n  H 4 . 2  
I CSem 1 )  ROSENGREN Darcev A l . 4  CHAN Y i n na m  D 3 . 4  ( S e m  1 )  YEOW Dav i n  G l l l  (Sem 1 )  ALDRIDGE Beniamin H4.3 
PAN Ruoxi (Rosie)  A l . 4  LUYT Brandon D4 . l  PATRUNO l ind sev G i l l  TAN Joffre H 4 . 3  
BARRY Reid A2 . l  KAC H I  Takuva D4.2  (Sem 1 )  RODRIGUEZ Ashlev G 1 1 2  ANICH M i kaela H4.4 
GUNN Reece A3 . l  DEMNAR J e s s i e  D 4 . 3  POTEET Jess ica G l 1 2  ESSOP Adam H 4 . S  
l rsem l l  PRINCE Samantha A3.2 BOLDY Robvn D4.4 FAR NSWORTH Nicholas  G201 O'CONNELL Ame l ia H S . l  
NAKAUCHI A; A 3 . 2  MORRISON Jake D S . l  GREGG Tobias G202 HO Stephanie H S . 2  
COUTTS Belden A 3 . 3  NG J i t  Koh D S . 2  C H RISTENSEN Erika G 2 0 3  PUA C h u e n  H S . 3  
WONG I la Ann A 3 . 4  WONG C h e n q  Fanq D S . 3  (Sem 1 l  BOYER Hooe G 2 0 4  SONG Joshua H S . 4 
BRYANT Emma A4 . l  C H U  Enya D S . 4  LEONARDO Stephen G204 MCHARDIE Georaia H S . S  
M U LLIGAN Claire A4.2 SEO Younq Ho E0. 1  M EREDITH Georqia G 2 0 S  NG Kok Swee 1 2 . l  
WILLIAMS Conor A4 . 3  C H EONG Yee S i e n  E 0 . 2  L A I  VAN Fabien G206 DE BOOM Joshua 1 2 . 2  
N ICHOLLS Hu no A4.4 LEE Lai Shan E0 . 3  WILSON Tabitha G207 EL GARAWANY Fadv (Eddvl 1 3 . 1  
(Sem l l  LEUNG Yuet China A S . !  IRVIN Ebonv E L !  (Sem 1 )  LEE Dai Zhen G 3 0 1  TURSYN AdUet (Ad ; )  1 3 . 2  
l l O H N N Y  Akel a AS . I  WILLIAMS Moraan E l . 2  WESTBY Trudv G 3 0 1  J O  Katie 1 3 . 3  
KHOO S ino Wana A S . 2  ( S e m  1 l  G U Y  Danie l la  E l . 3  (Sem 1 )  REID Me a an G 3 0 2  F U  KUY A M A  Rais ha 1 3 .4 
M O RAN Soo hie A S . 3  HO Rachel E l . 3  DOVE Ol iv ia G302 I P  Lanson 1 3 . S  
HAMILTON l leffrev A S . 4  NO TILE Jack E l . 4  JOH NSON H e i d i  G 3 0 3  LAI Jason 1 4 . l  
I CSem 1) GRONDONA Andrea B l . l  CROUCH Krist ine E 2 . 1  WONG Man Hei G 3 0 4  WAI Thwe Oewel 14.2 
MAYEDA Mitche l l  B l . l  MCKENNA Sarah E3 . 1  DAVIES Loui s  G 3 0 S  RAN G NEKAR Ania l i  14 .3  
I CSem 1 )  N EWELL Kana B l . 2  (Sem 1 )  DUCKETT Blythe E 3 . Z  DARLI NG Patr ick  G306 WO N G  Honq Y i n q  ( 14 .4  
FISCHER Corinna B l . 2  BROWN Georqfa E 3 . 2  ( S e m  1 )  RISBERG Lauren G 3 0 7  BURDON-JONES Alastair 1 4 . S  
( S e m  ) )  May Evan B l . 3  (Sem !) THATCH E R  C a l  u m  E 3 . 3  SATTERFIELD Michael  G 3 0 7  KOH Aaron I S . !  
SAI KIA Arindam B l . 3  H U NTER Jonathan E 3 . 3  G U PTA Rick i  G308 HANIGAN Anna I S . 2  
(Sem l l  TEAG U E  M i c h e l l e  8 1 .4 EDG ERTON Mark E 3 . 4  LEONG And rew G 3 0 9  PHAM v; I S . 3  
NAIR Priva B l .4 DOUG HTY-MARTIN J o s h u a  E4 . 1  (Sem l l  WONG Emi lv  G 3 ! 0  (Sem 1 )  THORELL BRADSHAW Carl I S .4 
HTIKE Sae San B2 . l  I P  C e l i n e  E4.2 MORRISON Patr ick G 3 ! 0  GOLBERG Pol i n a  I S .4 
GORDON - K I N G  Cait l in  B3 . l  KHOO S i n q  Yiao E4 . 3  NAESS M i chael  G 3 1 1  BATKHISHIG Ora i i  I S . S  
I CSem l l  CHUA Siona Y i n  B 3 . 2  LIEFTING Al i son E4.4 REYNOLDS Madel ine  G 3 1 2  MOK Ka Ho P h i l i o  1 6 . 1 
BEATTIE Talva 8 3 . 2  C U LLEN James E S . 1  GOH Mark Kai We G401 CHAN Una 1 6 . 2  
Lee Chuna Keun B3.3  CHOU Fanq Yu E S . 2  (Sem 1 )  KELLEY Rebecca G402 O'MAHONY Jess 1 6 . 3  
WYK E  Bronson 8 3 . 4  O'MAHONY Naoimh E S . 3  LIM Su J i n  G402 LONG J ix ian 16.4 
DOUGLAS Annabe l l e  B4 . l  LIN Edwin E S .4 KENT liam G403 MICHISHITA Yur ika 1 6 . S  
(Sem 1 )  HAMILTON Gavin 84.2  (Sem 1 )  LIM Ion F0.4 BLACKIE Annika G404 KISSOON Natasha J l . 1  
PRESCOTT Essex 84.2 LEE Y o u n a M i n  F0.4 GORDON Ned G40S L IU Pan 1 1 . 2  
SOH Wei Yu 8 4 . 3  MUNT Kelsev F l . 1  (Sem 1 )  COLOMBO Valeria G406 OH SuQina J l . 3  
BREEN Ebonv B4.4 (Sem 1 1  KOSTER-SHADBOL T Kather ine F l . 2  PAYUNG Ivan G406 MARCELINA Fransisca 1 1 . 4  
l lSem 1 1  CHAN Nam CO. l GOODWIN Ke lsev F l . 2  (Sem 1)  ALONSO CAPRILE Pedro G407 CHA Andrew J 2 . l  
TAN Greoorv C O . l  CHAKRABORTY Sani i t  F l . 3  MASSEY Benjam i n  G407 FOO Alexander  1 2 . 2  
l <Sem 1 )  SANANWATHANANONT Tiravat C0.2  YOUNG Jake F l . 4  ( S e m  1)  NICKALLS Samantha G408 TA lzwan J 2 . 3  
TAY Wei Wen C0.2  BUTC H E R  Matthew F 2 . l  S HERON Emma G408 PUN Y i k  Ki  J 3 . l  
THOMAS Callum C l . !  PATEL Jaisal  F 3 . l  WESTWOOD Emi lv G409 TUN LEY Robin J 3 . 2  
OUELLET Remv C l . 2  MITCHELL l leremv F 3 . 2  ( S e m  1 l  N I CHOLLS Jakob G 4 1 0  OBERG Danie l  J 3 . 3  
I rsem l l  HOLM BLAD Anna C l . 3  (Sem 1 )  BRADD Erica F 3 . 3  VIDIA Made Ari G 4 1 0  CHAN Pei Wen Sarr J 3 . 4  
SMITH RACHEL C l . 3  LOW Soh Khee F 3 . 3  HAMALAI N E N  Kade G S O l  MCKENZIE Rowan J4 . l 
SARO less ica Lee C l . 4  BORDER Hooe F3.4 CANN Kari n a  G S0 2  M E I N  Chr ist ian J 4 . 2  
MAYERS Rowan Thomas C 2 . l  BROOKES Jason F4.1  YEUNG S h u  Kiu G S 0 3  Y I N  H u i chao J 4 . 3  
MACKAY Hamish C 3 . l  (Sem 1 l  JAURISTO G race F4.2 LIAM Alex G S 04 FUCHS Andreas J4.4 
DOUGHERTY Wil l iam C 3 . 2  DUARTE-SI LVA BARRY Meqhan F4 .2  C HANTRA Nathakant G S O S  KUROSAWA Takae J S . !  
RENTON Sarah C 3 . 3  WISE Matthew F4.3 LEE Andrea G S 06 CHENG C h i h  Hao J S .2 
LOVELL Tah l i a  C 3 . 4  ( S e m  1 1  SHAW Rebecca F4.4 CROU G H - H EATON Rvan G S O ?  C ROUZET Beniamin J S . 3  
CHIN Nicholas C4 . l  PUTRI Fani F4.4 ZHAO X u h ao G S 0 8  RAO Mandeeo J S . 4  
CAI Xin Yu C 4 . 2  Yuen Brenda F S . l  NAVARATNAM Amanda G S 0 9  M l l\IAN Ameen K l . 1  
HOARAU Rvan C 4 . 3  TAYLOR Merrvn F S . 2  KUSUDA Mik iko G S !O O'BR IEN Thomas K l . 2  
COOK Natalia C4.4 WU J i a n q s u a  F S . 3  PARK So M i n  G S l l  D'SOUZA Kenneth K l . 3  
M E I N  Alexander C S . l  G U N N  Jarred F S . 4  GAGG Emanuel  l a  G S 1 2 POWER i lo s h u a  K l .4 
SZE Fona Lina C S . 2  ( S e m  1 1  PHILB IN Matthew G ! O l  CHAN C h i  Yuet H l . 1  PASSAMONTI A n d rea K 3 . 1  
HEEKS Lie s I C S . 3  TIRADO N i n a  G ! O l  LAI Randal o h  H l .2  WYLIE Ruth K 3 . 2  
BEVAN David C S . 4  LEONG U n  Rui G 1 0 2  M IYAZAKI  Mai  H l . 3  HARKIN Benjamin  K 3 . 3  
LOH Zhenaxiana lerome DO . I  AYRAPETYAN Art u r  G 1 0 3  LIAW J o h n  H l . 4  FELICE E ldo K 3 . 4  
( S e m  l l  CIOZDA Amanda D l . l  VESELKA And rew G 1 0 3  POON Mun C h u n a  H L S  M I LOYAN Bevon K 4 . l  
COHEN Alexandra D l . l  LEE G u o  Wei G l 04 H ERBERT K e l s i e  H 2 . l  NORONHA Euaene K 4 . 2  
HAYES Shaun D l . 2  C H O I  J o n q  Hoon G l O S  C ULROSS Kather ine  H2.2  LEE Wen Hao K 4 . 3  
BOTE l evb D l . 3  (Sem 1 )  BURK HART Kel lv  G 1 06 ANDREJ G reaorv H 3 . l  AGARWAL Va run K4.4  
Sem 1 I ROBINSON Natasha D l .4 SHUMAN James G 1 06 BROOKS Xena H 3 . Z  HUANG Yuru K S . !  
NGO-NGUYEN Chr ist ina K S . 2  
SOH Cai Wen K S . 3  
CHOY SENG IOE K S . 4  
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